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We report the gas phase conformational preferences of laser desorbed Ala-Ala dipeptides probed by
action spectroscopy using the IRMPD-VUV method. The molecules were internally cooled through
collisional cooling in a supersonic jet environment. An IR spectrum was obtained experimentally in
the spectral range of 700–1850 cm1, and subsequently interpreted with the help of quantum chemical
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calculations. Although theory predicts that folded structures have lower electronic energies and, thus,
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the experimental data concluded the extended conformer to be the most dominant. An explanation to

are more stable at low temperatures compared to their extended (b-strand-like) counterparts, analysis of
this observation is discussed in this paper and rationalized in terms of collisional conformer relaxation
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processes occurring in the supersonic jet molecular beam.

1 Introduction
Proteins perform important biological functions in living
organisms. As there is an intimate relation between the protein
functioning and its three-dimensional structure assumed upon
folding, investigating protein structures at the atomic level is of
great importance. Insight into fundamental interactions that
are responsible for protein structure stabilization can typically
be obtained by studying amino acids and small peptides, which
are protein building blocks.1–4 In order to investigate stabilization
effects associated solely with intra-molecular interactions,
the molecules of interest should preferably be isolated from
neighboring counterparts. The molecular beam environment
provides nearly perfect molecular isolation conditions. Furthermore,
these isolated molecules are amenable to advanced quantum
chemical calculations.
Gas-phase infrared (IR) spectroscopy is a powerful tool to
derive structures of molecules,5–9 especially when combined
with quantum chemical calculations. A conventional method to
a
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measure IR spectra of neutral cold gas-phase molecules is
IR–UV ion-dip action spectroscopy.10,11 This method is based
on resonant absorption of a single IR photon and resonantenhanced UV multi-photon ionization (REMPI). The advantage
of this technique is that it is conformer-specific, though it can
only be implemented for molecules possessing an aromatic
UV-absorption chromophore such as a phenyl ring. This fact
significantly limits the scope of molecules that can be studied with
this technique. To overcome this limitation, the IRMPD-VUV method
(IR multiple photon dissociation) was recently demonstrated.12
Although this method is not conformer-specific, structural
information on various molecular conformers can be successfully derived from the experimental IR spectra with the help of
quantum chemical calculations.13
To circumvent the issue related to thermal broadening of IR
bands, molecules are seeded in a supersonic jet, where due to
collisions with a carrier gas they are eﬃciently cooled down to
15 K.14 However, populations of molecular conformers upon
supersonic jet cooling can be diﬀerent compared to that
expected from equilibrium thermal populations at 15 K.15,16
In particular it was shown that conformers with high barriers to
interconversion (4800 cm1) do not undergo any eﬃcient
conformer relaxation17–19 and their structures stay essentially
frozen in the supersonic jet. Another factor which determines
conformer conversion efficiency is the choice of carrier gas.
Argon, for example, is more efficient for conformer relaxation than
He and Ne.17 Collisional relaxation was found to be particularly
important in our recent investigations into the gas-phase conformational preferences of laser desorbed, supersonic-jet cooled
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glycylglycine (Gly-Gly) with the IRMPD-VUV method.13 Despite
its relative simplicity, Gly-Gly has a very rich conformational
landscape with many stable low-energy conformers. Among various
conformers populated upon laser desorption, only C5-trans
(extended) was conclusively observed in a cold molecular beam.
In this work we report experimental results of an alanylalanine
(Ala-Ala) IRMPD-VUV spectroscopy study combined with advanced
quantum chemical calculations. The previous gas-phase studies
on relatively small neutral Ala peptides have mostly been limited
to aromatic ring containing species.20–22 The recently demonstrated IRMPD-VUV method does not possess such a limitation
and can be applied to gas-phase IR spectroscopy of chromophorefree peptides. In this work we take advantage of this IRMPD-VUV
method to identify IR signatures of the Ala-Ala peptide and explore
the conformational preferences and interconversion processes in
the gas phase. Similar to Gly-Gly,13 it is expected that Ala-Ala can
adopt both extended and folded structures. Previous studies on
peptides adopting such structures have indicated that competition
between them can occur due to entropy stabilization effects.21,23
The folded and extended structures of Ala-Ala are expected to have
similar electronic energies but different entropy contributions to the
free energy, which can potentially lead to competition. Therefore,
the study of Ala-Ala conformational preferences with respect to
conformational temperature is particularly appealing.

2 Methods
The experimental procedure for the measurements reported
in this work is similar to that employed by us previously for
IRMPD-VUV spectroscopy of Gly-Gly13 and, therefore, it is
described briefly here. The experiment was performed at the
FELIX laboratory facility utilizing the FELIX-2 free electron
laser (FEL) as an IR source. The Ala-Ala sample was obtained
commercially from Sigma-Aldrich and used without any
purification. The sample was sublimated with a laser desorption
technique and the desorbed molecules were delivered to the
interaction region by a supersonic flow of Ar carrier gas. In the
supersonic Ar flow molecules underwent numerous collisions
which resulted in eﬃcient cooling of their translational and
internal degrees-of-freedom down to 15 K.14 Collisions in the
supersonic jet also had consequences on conformer populations,
which will be discussed in detail below. In the interaction region
the Ala-Ala molecules were exposed to the intense IR FELIX
pulses and 10.5 eV VUV light. The IR wavelength was scanned in
the range of 700–1850 cm1. When the IR photon energy was
resonant with a vibrational transition in Ala-Ala, the IRMPD
process occurred. The resulting fragments were ionized with the
VUV pulses and subsequently mass analyzed with a reflectrontype mass spectrometer. We observed only one type of fragments
produced upon IRMPD of Ala-Ala, which is NH2CHCH3+ (m/z = 44).
The VUV mass spectra measured without FELIX IR pulses also
contained the m/z = 44 peak implying that the VUV photon
energy of 10.5 eV was sufficiently high to fragment Ala-Ala upon
ionization. These NH2CHCH3+ fragments interfered with the
IRMPD-VUV products. A similar tendency was observed in our
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previous Gly-Gly measurements.13 In order to account for such
background ‘‘IR off’’ charged fragments, the relative IR absorption intensity was found as13


Poff
Fon þ Pon
Irel ¼ ln
(1)
Foff þ Poff
Pon
where P and F are the total intensities of parent and fragment
ions in the mass spectrum, respectively, and ‘‘on’’’ and ‘‘off’’
refer to measurement with and without the IR light of FELIX,
respectively. Since variations in the ‘‘off’’ fraction from eqn (1)
were negligible while scanning the IR wavelength, a mean value
of this fraction over the entire scan was used in the analysis.
The spectrum was finally IR wavelength calibrated and corrected
for wavelength-dependent IR pulse intensities.
To predict Ala-Ala conformational preferences in the gas phase
under our experimental conditions and to assign experimental
IR bands, quantum chemical calculations have been carried out
with the Gaussian software.24 A set of 235 000 Ala-Ala structures with
random torsional angles, covering a large extent of the Ala-Ala
conformational landscape, were pre-optimized with the computationally cheap PM6-D3H4 method using MOPAC.25 The most stable
structures were then fully optimized with the oB97X-D/6-311++G(d,p)
method.26 To obtain insight into possible conformer relaxation
pathways, barriers for interconversion were found as transition states
(TS) connecting the two conformers employing the QST2 approach,27
or QST3 when QST2 failed. The structures of the TSs were optimized at
the oB97X-D/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory. The vibrational modes
with imaginary frequencies of the optimized TS structures were
checked for consistency with conformer interconversion coordinates.
Finally, G4MP2 single point calculations28,29 were performed for the
oB97X-D/6-311++G(d,p) optimized structures to obtain highly accurate electronic energies, Eel, and Gibbs free energies, G. For calculating
frequencies of the vibrational transitions the harmonic and VPT2
anharmonic analyses30–32 were performed with the B3LYP/N07D
method including the D3BJ empirical dispersion.33,34

3 Results and discussion
3.1

Ala-Ala conformers and their collisional relaxation

Out of the large number of stable Ala-Ala conformers found
with the conformational search, only those with relative Gibbs
free energies below 1500 cm1 in the temperature range of
T o 500 K are considered for further analysis. T E 500 K is the
upper limit for a conformational temperature prior cooling
which is expected upon laser desorption with the laser source
employed by us21,35 and such conformers can potentially be
populated in our experiment. The conformers are presented in
Fig. 2. The notation of the structures is based on the backbone
dihedral angles starting from N-terminus (see Fig. 1): c1 E 1801
and E 01 are denoted with trans and cis, respectively, and
f2 E 1801 and E 901 are denoted with trans and gauche,
respectively. The COOH group rotation for the gauche structures
is represented by the cT dihedral angle being either in
syn-coplanar (s), cT E 01, or anti-coplanar (a), cT E 1801,
configurations. In the structures with relatively strong hydrogen
bonds, the notation is based on the size of the ring formed by
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Fig. 1 Structure of the Ala-Ala molecule in the cis–trans backbone configuration at the N- and C-termini, respectively (c1 close to 01 and f2 close to 1801).

the hydrogen bond: C5 and C7 correspond to five and seven
atoms in the rings, correspondingly. The structures denoted
with either ‘‘+’’ or ‘‘’’ symbols have comparable absolute
values but opposite signs for backbone dihedral angles.
Despite the large variety of conformers that can exist under
laser desorption conditions, those with suﬃciently low barriers to
interconversion will relax to lower energy conformers.17–19,36–38 It
was shown that relaxation is efficient if the interconversion barrier
height is lower than a critical value, which depends on many
factors such as type of carrier gas, initial temperature, gas
stagnation pressure and the molecular size.39 In the case of
supersonic jets of Ar the reported critical barrier heights17–19
range from 400 to 800 cm1. Our experimental conditions in
terms of laser desorption temperate and supersonic-jet expansion
are quite similar to those of glycine, alanine and histamine
studies,18,19 for which the critical barrier was found to be
E700–800 cm1. Therefore, in this study we assume the critical
barrier to be in the range of 700–800 cm1.

Paper

The diﬀerent relaxation pathways and the corresponding
barriers obtained for Ala-Ala conformers with the G4MP2 method
are listed in Table 1. We note that the DG barrier for the C5C7+ C5C7 transition is listed for a temperature of 100 K instead of
15 K. The reason is that the C5C7+ and C5C7 structures are
quite similar and have a very low barrier to relaxation. The barrier
at 15 K is so low that it lies within the inaccuracy range of
the G4MP2 method. We also note that the C5C7 - C5-trans
and trans–trans - C5-trans transitions include more than one
dihedral angle rotation and, thus, they proceed in two steps
involving an intermediate stable state. For example, sc–cis–trans
is the intermediate state for trans–trans - C5-trans. The barrier
heights for the two-step transitions presented in Table 1 refer to
the interconversion barriers for the first step.
Under the assumption that interconversion from a higher
energy conformer to a lower energy one prevails,18,19,36,38 the
results presented in Table 1 suggest that the following chains of
conformer relaxation pathways will eﬃciently occur:
C5-trans(a) - C5g(a) - C5g(s) - C5-trans

(2)

trans  transðaÞ ! trans  trans
sc  cis  trans ! trans  trans

(3)

g  trans  trans ! trans  trans

sc  cis  trans ! C5-trans
(4)
g  trans  trans ! C5-trans
X+ - X,

(5)

Fig. 2 The lowest energy Ala-Ala conformers considered in this work. The structures were optimized at the oB97X-D/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory. For
each structure zero-point energy corrected electronic energy obtained with the G4MP2 method is presented relative to the C5C7 conformer.
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Table 1 The relaxation barriers for diﬀerent pathways expressed as
relative electronic energy, DEel, and relative Gibbs free energy at 15 K,
DG (15 K), between the corresponding transition state and the conformer
to be relaxed. The energies have been obtained with G4MP2 singe point
calculations for structures optimized with the oB97X-D/6-311++G(d,p)
method. The values are presented in cm1 units

Published on 06 March 2019. Downloaded on 7/16/2019 2:52:11 PM.

Relaxation pathway

DG (15 K)

DEel

C5-trans(a) - C5g(a)
C5g(a) - C5g(s)
C5g(s) - C5-trans

150.34
295.41
101.18

123.56
299.58
109.74

g–trans–trans - trans–trans
g–trans–trans+ - trans–trans
sc–cis–trans - trans–trans

76.60
293.22
454.75

206.96
311.87
480.21

sc–cis–trans - C5-trans
trans–trans(a) - trans–trans
g–trans–trans - C5-trans
g–trans–trans+ - C5-trans

192.92
313.85
321.97
329.21

291.90
295.85
341.94
327.68

C5-trans(a)+ - C5-trans(a)
C5C7+ - C5C7
C5-trans+ - C5-trans
C5g(s)+ - C5g(s)
C5g(a)+ - C5g(a)
trans–trans - C5-trans
C5C7 - C5-trans
a

7.24
9.88a
13.61
47.41
75.94

97.23
30.95
101.62
127.08
149.46

786.60

840.37

2070.08

2280.56

DG is presented for T = 100 K.

where X is C5C7, C5g(s), C5g(a), or C5-trans. The transition of
C5C7 - C5-trans is very unlikely as it has a very high barrier
to relaxation. Although the barrier for the trans–trans C5-trans pathway is close to the critical value, this pathway
can also be ruled out since its intermediate step implies formation
of a higher energy sc–cis–trans structure. From eqn (2)–(5) and
Table 1 (the last two rows) it follows that C5-trans, C5C7, and
trans–trans cannot undergo further relaxation and, thus, they are
expected to be the only Ala-Ala structures present in the FELIX and
VUV laser interaction region.
3.2

IRMPD-VUV spectroscopy of Ala-Ala

In the previous section we have argued that only three conformers, C5-trans, C5C7, and trans–trans are expected to be
present under our experimental conditions. Relative abundances of these conformers can be inferred from comparison
of their theoretical IR spectra with the experimental one. We
have performed harmonic and VPT2 anharmonic analysis at
the B3LYP-D3BJ/N07D level of theory, the results of which are
presented in Fig. 3(a)–(c) together with our experimental data.
The harmonic frequencies are scaled by 0.975 factor to partially
account for anharmonicity, while no scaling is required for the
VPT2 anharmonic frequencies. The theoretical absorption
bands obtained with the anharmonic VPT2 analysis were convoluted with Gaussian functions with a relative bandwidth of
1.5% (FWHM) to fit the width of the IR peaks in the experimental spectrum. The experimental and theoretical spectra in
Fig. 3(a)–(c) below 1080 cm1 are magnified 5 times as the
bands are relatively weak for this spectral region. The most
prominent experimental peaks are numbered between 1 and 19

This journal is © the Owner Societies 2019

Fig. 3 The Ala-Ala IRMPD-VUV spectrum obtained experimentally is depicted
in black in all panels. The theoretically predicted anharmonic Ala-Ala spectra
obtained at the B3LYP-D3BJ/N07 level of theory for the C5-trans, C5C7,
and trans–trans conformers are depicted in panels a (magneta curve), b (blue
curve) and c (red curve), respectively. The bars present the results of the
harmonic frequency calculations. In panels (a–c) the spectra below 1080 cm1
are magnified 5 times. The green curve in panel d shows a composite
theoretical anharmonic spectrum assuming the C5-trans, C5C7, and
trans–trans abundances to be 75% : 16% : 9%, respectively.

in Fig. 3(a). The first three peaks, peak 1–peak 3, can readily be
assigned based on the IR spectroscopy data available in the
literature. Peak 1 and peak 2 are associated with CQO stretching
at the C-terminus and CQO stretching at the peptide link,
respectively. The latter is commonly designated as the amide I
band. The absorption band denoted as peak 3 in Fig. 3(a)
originates from the NH2 scissoring motion.
The amide I band in the case of Ala-Ala is particularly useful
for assignment of folded or extended structures. Upon formation
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Paper
Assignment of the absorption bands in the experimental IR spectrum. Peak numbering refers to Fig. 3(a)

Peak

Center frequency, cm1

Signature

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1779
1697
1615
1501
1447
1383
1365
1313
1191

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

1125
1069
1043
953
911
879
813
789
751
735

CQO stretching (carboxylic group)
Amide I: CQO stretching (peptide link)
NH2 scissoring
Amide II: NH in-plane bending & CN stretching (peptide link)
CH3 deformations
CH3 umbrella & CC stretching (C-terminus)
CH3 umbrella & CC stretching (C-terminus)
Contribution from several modes associated with CH wagging
(a) CN & CO stretching (C-terminus);
(b) Amide III: NH in-plane bending & CN stretching (peptide link)
COH bending & CO, CN stretching (C-terminus)
CCH bending (C-terminus)
CCH bending (N-terminus)
CC stretching & CCH bending (entire molecule)
CC,CN stretching & CCH bending (C-terminus)
OCN in-plane bending & CC,CN stretching (N-terminus)
NH2 wagging & CN stretching (N-terminus)
NH2 wagging & CC stretching (backbone) & CCH bending (CH3 at C-terminus)
Amide IV: NCQO out of plane bending & NH wagging (peptide link)
NCQO, OCQO out of plane bending & COH wagging

of the C7-ring, which implies hydrogen bonding between oxygen of the peptide link and hydrogen of the carboxylic group,
this band will be red-shifted. Such a tendency is well reflected
in the C5C7 theoretical spectrum (Fig. 3(b)) when compared
to those of the extended C5-trans (Fig. 3(a)) and trans–trans
structures (Fig. 3(c)). Both harmonic and anharmonic analysis
performed for C5C7 do not reproduce experimental peak 2
(Fig. 3(b)), which enables us to draw the conclusion that the
C5C7 conformer is not the most dominant species.
The theoretically predicted IR bands for C5-trans and trans–
trans within the harmonic approximation (bars in Fig. 3(a)–(c)) are
quite similar, though they exhibit some differences. The VPT2
anharmonic analysis predicts peak 3 for the trans–trans structure
to be red-shifted. The fact that harmonic and anharmonic analyses give different results for this band implies that the NH2
scissoring motion is anharmonic. It is not so surprising that the
anharmonic vibrational analysis predicts the NH2 scissoring band
to be different for the C5-trans and trans–trans structures, as
these structures differ in orientation of the amino group. Another
dissimilarity between the theoretical spectra of these conformers
is that experimental peaks 16 and 17 are not reproduced by trans–
trans. According to our assignment for C5-trans, these bands are
associated with NH2 wagging. Similar to NH2 scissoring, these
bands are also conformer-specific. NH2 wagging is known to be
anharmonic31,40 and the VPT2 analysis of these NH2 wagging
modes indeed improves the agreement with the experimental IR
spectrum (Fig. 3(a)). The analysis of the NH2 associated vibrations
enables us to rule out trans–trans as the most prominent conformer and finally conclude that the C5-trans conformer is the
most abundant. Table 2 lists the vibrational assignment of the
absorption bands observed in the experimental spectrum based
on the analysis performed for the C5-trans conformer.
3.3

Conformer populations

The conclusion drawn from the theoretical analysis of the
experimental IR spectrum that the C5-trans conformer is the
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most abundant and a contribution from the C5C7 conformer
is negligible might be somewhat surprising, as C5C7 has a
lower electronic energy (see energies in Fig. 2). In order to
resolve this seeming contradiction, the initial temperature of
the molecules upon laser desorption needs to be taken into
account. The relative abundances of the C5-trans, C5C7,
and trans–trans conformers in the interaction region can be
estimated with a Boltzmann distribution under the assumption
of a thermal equilibrium upon the laser desorption, as well as
complete relaxation through the pathways presented in eqn (2),
(3) and (5). A similar approach has successfully been used to
model conformer abundances in supersonic jet molecular
beams.18,19,21,38 For these purposes we have calculated Gibbs
free energies for all conformers shown in Fig. 2 in the temperature range of 15–600 K. The Gibbs free energies of conformers and their corresponding relative abundances at
different temperatures can be found in Tables TS1 and TS2 of
ESI,† respectively. The data shows that at very low temperatures
only the folded C5C7 conformer is expected to be populated,
which reflects the fact that this conformer has the lowest
electronic energy. As the temperature increases, C5C7 gets
less stable, and its population becomes lower than that of the
extended C5-trans conformer for T 4 250 K. Such a temperature dependence reflects the fact that the entropy contribution
at higher temperatures becomes more prominent and, since
the folded C5C7 structure has a lower entropy compared to
that of C5-trans, the relative Gibbs free energy of C5C7 drops
slower with increasing temperature. Such a property of Ala-Ala
provides a sensitive tool to probe conformational temperature
from conformer relative abundances.
Assuming the full relaxation of the conformers through the
pathways presented in eqn (2), (3) and (5), temperature dependent abundances of the C5C7, C5-trans, and trans–trans
conformers are presented in Fig. 4. We note that the temperature
presented in Fig. 4 should be considered as a conformational
temperature of Ala-Ala upon the laser desorption, while the
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Fig. 4 Relative abundances of the C5-trans, C5C7, and trans–trans
conformers expected in the interaction region as a function of conformational temperature upon laser desorption. The abundances were estimated
assuming complete relaxation through the pathways presented in eqn (2),
(3) and (5) as well as assuming a Boltzmann distribution upon the laser
desorption, p exp(DG(T )/kT ), where DG(T ) is the relative Gibbs free
energy and T is the laser desorption temperature.

relative abundances concern final populations of supersonic-jet
cooled Ala-Ala in the interaction region. Taking into account
that the conformational temperature upon laser desorption
under our experimental conditions can be estimated to be
in the range of 350–500 K,21,35 the relative abundances of
C5-trans : C5C7 : trans–trans in the interaction region are
predicted to be E75% : 16% : 9% (Fig. 4). If the sc–cis–trans
and g–trans–trans relaxation pathways presented in eqn (4)
are more efficient than those from eqn (3), then the final
trans–trans contribution will be few percents lower and the
C5-trans population will increase accordingly. These relative
abundances of C5-trans, C5C7, and trans–trans derived from
the Boltzmann distribution are in line with the conclusion drawn
in Section 3.2 that C5-trans is the most abundant species.
Fig. 3(d) demonstrates a comparison between the experimental IR spectrum and a composite IR spectrum obtained
from the VPT2 anharmonic analysis with relative abundances of
E75% : 16% : 9% for C5-trans : C5C7 : trans–trans, respectively.
The theoretical spectrum does not match well to the NH2 scissoring
band at 1615 cm1. The fact that this band is adequately
reproduced only by C5-trans (Fig. 3(a)–(c)) points towards
even greater abundance of this conformer than 75%.

PCCP

numerous collisions occurring in the supersonic jet molecular
beam. In the experimental IR spectrum only the C5-trans was
conclusively observed. Accordingly, the most prominent experimental vibrational bands were assigned with the help of the
theoretical vibrational analysis performed for the C5-trans
structure.
The relative abundances between the extended and folded
conformers vary substantially with conformational temperature. Such a competition can be rationalized in terms of
entropy stabilization eﬀects. The folded structures have lower
entropy, as they are more rigid. If the conformational temperature was determined solely by the temperature achieved upon
the supersonic jet cooling, namely 15 K, then C5C7 would
only be populated. However, this is in strong contrast with our
conclusions drawn from the theoretical analysis of the experimental IR data that the C5-trans was the most abundant
species. Furthermore, the predominance of the C5-trans was
verified by taking into account possible collisional relaxation
pathways and predicted Boltzmann populations with 350–500 K
laser desorption temperature.
It is interesting to note that, although Gly-Gly has a more
flexible structure than Ala-Ala due to the simpler side chain, the
conformational preferences of Gly-Gly are very similar to those
of Ala-Ala: in both molecules C5-trans is the most dominant
conformer while contributions of C5C7 and trans–trans are too
small to be conclusively detected by IRMPD-VUV spectroscopy.
The difference between these two systems is that the methyl
side chains in Ala-Ala result in increased steric hindrance in the
C5-trans structure with respect to C5C7, which makes
C5C7 more stable in terms of electronic energy. This results
in the C5C7 conformer of Ala-Ala being favored at low
temperatures (o200 K). Nevertheless, high energy barrier to
interconversion between C5C7 and C5-trans as well as
relatively hot laser desorption conditions lead to a low abundance of C5C7 in a cold molecular beam of Ala-Ala, similarly to
the case of Gly-Gly.
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